
Today’s tag: Snowman 

https://thecountrytouch.wordpress.com 

 

You will need: card stock, patterned paper {DSP} scraps, cutting tool of choice, tag topper punch/die, SU Tree Builder Punch {optional, for the 

arms}, Envelope Punch Board, “to/from” and greeting stamp/ink, pink pencil crayon/chalk, adhesive, ribbon/twine, black pearls or rhinestones. 

∗Please note: if you choose to heat emboss “to/from” and the greeting, you will also need a powder tool and heat tool.  ∗Please note: if you don’t 

have black pearls or rhinestones, you can color whatever color you do have with a black Sharpie. 

#1} Cut a piece of white card stock to measure 2″ x 5 3/4″. Punch one end with a tag topper punch/die. 

 

 #2} Line up one end of the tag on the 3 1/2″ mark on the Envelope Punch Board and punch. 
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#3} Turn the tag over to the opposite edge, line up the flat end up again on 3-1/2″ and punch. 

 

  

#4} Slide the tag down so the flat end lines up on the 1 7/8″ line punch. 

 

  

#5} Turn the tag over, line the flat end up again on the 1 7/8″ line and punch.  Then punch the two square ends with the corner rounder punch 

located at the top of the Envelope Punch Board. 
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For the hat: 

#1} Cut a 2″ x 1 1/2″ piece of patterned paper. Punch with a tag topper punch/die. Trim the hat so that it measures 1″ high. 

 

#2} Cut a 1/4″ x 2″ of patterned paper or card stock and adhere as the brim of his hat, as shown. 

#3} Through the tag opening, add ribbon tied with twine for the hat’s pompom. Using the same ribbon, tie a length around his neck for a scarf. 

*Please note: you could also use a thick yarn for his scarf/pompom. that would be cute as well. 

#4} Adhere the punched arms from behind. Add black pearls or rhinestones for his eyes, mouth and buttons. Add a little bit of pink pencil 

crayon/chalk to give him rosy cheeks. Cut a long skinny triangle from orange card stock for his nose. Or if you have a snowman nose stamp, you 
can use that. 

 

Now your snowman tag is already for Christmas gift giving. It can either be attached directly to the package or you can tie an extra piece of twine 

through the hole for hanging. 
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